Corinthian Yacht Club
Trap Shooting Program
Range Rules

All shooters requiring range access including members and guests must be registered with CYCT
and must sign a liability waiver and safety agreement prior to shooting at CYCT
All shooters MUST wear eye and ear protection on the firing line and everyone in the vicinity of
gunfire is strongly advised to wear ear protection
All new shooters to the club range notwithstanding membership status MUST be accompanied
by a CYC Trap accredited and qualified new shooter mentor who is a signatory to the new
shooter mentor qualifying affidavit and who has signed the CYC Trap New Shooter Mentor
Agreement form for that new shooter on and/or for the shoot date.
The consumption of alcohol and/or intoxicating drugs is not permitted for shooters and any such
consumption and/or use will disqualify any shooter for the balance of the day
All guns MUST have the action open and contain NO live shell or empty shell except when the
shooter is on the live firing line. The gun action may be closed when in the gun rack but shall not
contain a live or empty shell.
Shooters may put a live shell in their gun ONLY when on the firing line and the range is live.
Shooters may close the action on their live shell loaded gun ONLY when it is their turn to shoot
and ONLY with the barrel pointed into the live firing range and NEVER with the barrel pointing
anywhere else including in the barrel down resting position.
Any gun with its action closed MUST be considered to be loaded with a live shell or shells and
handled accordingly excepting those occasions which require the action being closed and then
only with all participants vocally in agreement as to its safety status.
All shooters and gun handlers shall be responsible for never pointing a gun at anyone including
when carrying the gun on one’s shoulder pointing behind the person carrying the gun
A patterning board may be set up when trap rounds are not in progress and that firing line MUST
be cleared and determined to be unpopulated prior to going live with patterning action
Shooting staff must declare the range CLOSED prior to entering the range to service the trap
house and remain observant, mindful and vocal when exiting the trap house i.e. “CLEAR”
(Who is responsible for closing the range due to boaters entering restricted area? What exactly is
the restricted area?)

All shooters are range safety personnel and any shooter who sees an unsafe act or condition has a
duty to report or stop the offending action or condition
All shooters are responsible for NEVER placing their trigger finger inside the trigger guard of
their live shell loaded and closed action gun until they are ready, willing and able to safely
discharge the weapon into the range.

